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Leonardi and Raz (STOC'97) showed that the well known algorithm, shortestremaining processing time (SRPT), performs within a logarithmic factor of theoptimal o�ine algorithm. Note that SRPT must use both preemption and mi-gration to schedule the jobs. It is not known if better approximation factors canbe reached and thus SRPT, although it is an online algorithm, becomes the bestknown algorithm in the o�-line setting. In fact, in the on-line setting, Leonardiand Raz showed that no algorithm can achieve a better bound.Without migration, no (o�ine or online) approximations are known. Thispaper introduces a new algorithm that does not use migration, works online, andis just as e�ective (in terms of approximation ratio) as the best known o�inealgorithm that uses migration.1 IntroductionObjectives. One of the most basic performance measures in multiprocessor schedulingproblems is the overall time the jobs are spending in the system. This includes the delayof waiting for service as well as the actual service time. This measure captures the overallquality of service of the system. Multiprocessor scheduling problems arise, for example,in the context of server farms accommodating requests for retrieving Web contents overthe Internet.We consider the classical problem of minimizing the ow time in a multiprocessorsetting with jobs which are released over time. The performance of the algorithm, bothin o�ine and online settings, can be signi�cantly improved if we allow preemption: i.e.,interrupt a job and later continue its execution, perhaps migrating it to a di�erent ma-chine. As shown below, preemption is inherent to make a scheduling algorithm eÆcient.While in case of a single processor, most operating systems can easily handle pre-emptions, migrating a job to a di�erent machine results in a huge overhead. Thus, itis not commonly used in most multiprocessor operating systems. The natural questionis whether migration is an inherent component for an eÆcient scheduling algorithm, ineither online or o�ine setting.Existing work. Surveys on approximation algorithms for scheduling can be found in[4, 7]. In the non-preemptive case it is impossible to achieve a "reasonable" approxima-tion. Speci�cally, even for one machine one cannot achieve an approximation factor ofO(n 12��) unless NP = P where n is the number of jobs [6]. For m > 1 it is impossibleto achieve O(n 13��) approximation factor unless NP = P [8]. Thus, preemptions reallyseem to be essential. 1



Existing work: single processor. Minimizing the ow time on one machine withpreemption can be done optimally in polynomial time using the natural algorithm short-est remaining processing time (SRPT) [1].Existing work: multiple processors with migration. For more than one machinethe preemptive problem becomes NP -hard [2]. Only very recently, Leonardi and Raz[8] (STOC'97) showed that SRPT achieves logarithmic approximation for the multipro-cessor case, showing a tight bound of O(log(minfn=m; Pg)) on m > 1 machines withn jobs, where P denotes the ratio between the processing time of the longest and theshortest jobs.Note that SRPT must use both preemption and migration to schedule the jobs. In theo�ine setting, it is not known if better approximation factors can be reached. In fact,in the on-line setting SRPT is optimal, i.e., no algorithm can achieve a better bound upto a constant factor[8]. For the easier problem of minimizing the total completion timea constant approximation can be achieved [3].Existing work: multiple processors without migration. In a recent paper byKalyanasundaram and Pruhs [5] an algorithm is shown that converts any multiprocessorpreemptive schedule to a non-migratory one. However, it is assumed that the number ofprocessors available is a constant factor more than in the original schedule. An importantproperty of their algorithm is that the jobs are scheduled to begin later than their originalstart time and are completed before their original completion time. Thus, the total owtime is not increased by their transformation. By combining their methods with amigratory algorithm such as SRPT , one can achieve a logarithmic factor approximationwith the assumption that a constant factor more machines are available.Our result: multiple processors without migration. Without migration, no (of-ine or online) approximations are known (without increasing the number of processors).We present in Section 2 a new algorithm for minimizing ow time that uses local pre-emption, but does not migrate jobs between machines. We show in Section 3 that ouralgorithm performs as well as the best known o�ine algorithm (SRPT) for the preemp-tive problem that uses migration. More speci�cally, our algorithm guarantees, on allinput instances, a small performance gap in comparison to the optimal o�ine schedulethat allows both preemption and migration. Denote by P the ratio between the pro-cessing time of the longest and the shortest jobs. Then our algorithm performs by atmost O(minflogP; logng) factor of the optimal ow time of any (possibly migratory)schedule. The algorithm can be easily implemented in polynomial time in the size of theinput instance. 2



Our algorithm is also on-line. We note that in the proof of the 
(logP ), 
(log(n=m))lower bounds of [8] for on-line algorithms, the optimal algorithm does not use migration.Hence, the (randomized) lower bound holds also for a non-migratory algorithm. Thisimplies that our algorithm is optimal with respect to the parameter P , i.e., no on-linealgorithm can achieve a better bound both when the o�-line algorithm is or is not allowedto migrate jobs (the �rst claim is obviously stronger), while there is still a small gapbetween the O(logn) upper bound and the 
(log(n=m)) lower bound for large m. An
(logn) competitive lower bound for our algorithm is also proved in Section 4 for anym. Our algorithm and its analysis draw on some ideas from the SRPT algorithm [8].Moreover, we eliminated several diÆculties in the analysis by basing the analysis onclasses of jobs. Basically, our algorithm prefers short jobs over long jobs. However,unlike SRPT, our algorithm may continue to run a job on a machine even when ashorter job is waiting to be processed. This seems essential in the non-migratory settingsince being too eager to run a shorter job may result in an unbalanced commitment tomachines. A non-migratory algorithm has to trade o� between the commitment of a jobto a machine and the decrease in the ow time yielded by running a shorter job. Ouralgorithm runs the job with the shortest remaining processing time among all the jobsthat were already assigned to that machine, and a new job is assigned to a machine ifits processing time is considerably shorter than the job that is currently running.The model: We are given a set J of n jobs and a set ofm identical machines. Each jobj is assigned a pair (rj; pj) where rj is the release time of the job and pj is its processingtime. In the preemptive model a job that is running can be preempted and continuedlater on any machine. Our model allows preemption but does not allow migration, i.e.,a job that is running can be preempted but must later continue its execution on thesame machine on which its execution began. The scheduling algorithm decides which ofthe jobs should be executed at each time. Clearly a machine can process at most onejob in any given time and a job cannot be processed before its release time. For a givenschedule de�ne cj to be the completion time of job j in this schedule. The ow timeof job j for this schedule is Fj = cj � rj. The total ow time is Pj2J Fj. The goal ofthe scheduling algorithm is to minimize the total ow time for each given instance ofthe problem. In the o�-line version of the problem all the jobs are known in advance.In the on-line version of the problem each job is introduced at its release time and thealgorithm bases its decision only upon the jobs that were already released.
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2 The algorithmA job is called alive at time t for a given schedule if it has already been released buthas not been completed yet. Our algorithm classi�es the jobs that are alive into classesaccording to their remaining processing times. A job j whose remaining processing timeis in [2k; 2k+1) is in class k for �1 < k < 1. Notice that a given job changes itsclass during its execution. The algorithm holds a pool of jobs that are alive and havenot been processed at all. In addition, the algorithm holds a stack of jobs for each ofthe machines. The stack of machine i holds jobs that are alive and have already beenprocessed by machine i. The algorithm works as follows:� Each machine processes the job at the top of its stack.� When a new job arrives the algorithm looks for a machine that is idle or currentlyprocessing a job of a higher class than the new job. In case it �nds one, the newjob in pushed into the machine's stack and its processing begins. Otherwise, thejob is inserted into the pool.� When a job is completed on some machine it is popped from its stack. Thealgorithm compares the class of the job at the top of the stack with the minimumclass of a job in the pool. If the minimum is in the pool then a job that achievesthe minimum is pushed into the stack (and removed from the pool).Clearly, when a job is assigned to a machine it will be processed only on that machineand thus the algorithm does not use migration. In fact, the algorithm bases its decisionsonly on the jobs that were released up to the current time and hence is an on-linealgorithm. Note that it may seem that the algorithm has to keep track of all the in�nitenumber of classes through which a job evolves. However, the algorithm recalculates theclasses of jobs only at arrival or completion of a job.3 AnalysisWe denote by A our scheduling algorithm and by OPT the optimal o�-line algorithmthat minimizes the ow time for any given instance. For our analysis we can even assumethat OPT may migrate jobs between machines. Whenever we talk about time t we meanthe moment after the events of time t happened. For a given scheduling algorithm S wede�ne V S(t) to be the volume of a schedule at a certain time t. This volume is the sumof all the remaining processing times of jobs that are alive. In addition, we de�ne ÆS(t)to be the number of jobs that are alive. �V (t) is de�ned to be the volume di�erencebetween our algorithm and the optimal algorithm, i.e., V A(t)�V OPT (t). We also de�ne4



by �Æ(t) = ÆA(t)� ÆOPT (t) the alive jobs di�erence at time t between A and OPT . Fora generic function f (V , �V , Æ or �Æ) we use f�h;�k(t) to denote the value of f at timet when restricted to jobs of classes between h and k. Similarly, the notation f=k(t) willrepresent the value of function f at time t when restricted to jobs of class precisely k.Let S(t) be the number of non-idle machines at time t. Notice that because ouralgorithm does not migrate jobs, there are situations in which A(t) < m and ÆA(t) � m.We denote by T the set of times in which A(t) = m, that is, the set of times in whichnone of the machines is idle. Denote by Pmin the processing time of the shortest joband by Pmax the processing time of the longest job. Note that P = Pmax=Pmin. Denoteby kmin = blogPminc and kmax = blogPmaxc the classes of the shortest and longest jobsupon their arrival.We start by observing the simple fact that the ow time is the integral over time ofthe number of jobs that are alive (for example, see [8]):Fact 3.1 For any scheduler S, F S = Zt ÆS(t)dt:First we note that the algorithm preserves the following property of the stacks:Lemma 3.2 In each stack the jobs are ordered in a strictly increasing class order andthere is at most one job whose class is at most kmin.Proof: At time t = 0 the lemma is true since all the stacks are empty. The lemma isproved by induction on time. The classes of jobs in the stacks change in one of threecases. The �rst is when the class of the currently processed job decreases. Since thecurrently processed job is the job with the lowest class, the lemma remains true. Thesecond case is when a new job arrives. In case it enters the pool there is no change in anystack. Otherwise it is pushed into a stack whose top is of a higher class which preservesthe �rst part of the lemma. Since the class of the new job is at least kmin, the secondpart of the lemma remains true as well. The third case is when a job is completed onsome machine. If no job is pushed into the stack of that machine the lemma remainseasily true. If a new job is pushed to the stack then the lemma remains true in muchthe same way as in the case of the arrival of a new job.Corollary 3.3 There are at most 2 + logP jobs in each stack.Proof: The number of classes of jobs in each stack is at most kmax�kmin+1 � 2+logP .5



We look at the state of the schedule at a certain time t. First let's look at t =2 T :Lemma 3.4 For t =2 T , ÆA(t) � A(t)(2 + logP ).Proof: By de�nition of T , at time t at least one machine is idle. This implies that thepool is empty. Moreover, all the stacks of the idle machines are obviously empty. So,all the jobs that are alive are in the stacks of the non-idle machines. The number ofnon-idle machines is A(t) and the number of jobs in each stack is at most 2 + logPaccording to corollary 3.3Now, assume that t 2 T and let t̂ < t be the earliest time for which [t̂; t) � T .We denote the last time in which a job of class more than k was processed by tk. Incase such jobs were not processed at all in the time interval [t̂; t) we set tk = t̂. So,t̂ � tkmax � tkmax�1 � ::: � tkmin � t.Lemma 3.5 For t 2 T , �V�k(t) � �V�k(tk).Proof: Notice that in the time interval [tk; t), algorithm A is constantly processing on allthe machines jobs whose class is at most k. The o�-line algorithm may process jobs ofhigher classes. Moreover, that can cause jobs of class more than k to actually lower theirclasses to k and below therefore adding even more to V OPT�k (t). Finally, the release ofjobs of class � k in the interval [tk; t) is not a�ecting �V�k(t). Therefore, the di�erencein volume between the two algorithms cannot increase.Lemma 3.6 For t 2 T , �V�k(tk) � m2k+2.Proof: First we claim that at any moment tk � �, for any � > 0 small enough, the pooldoes not contain jobs whose class is at most k. In case tk = t̂, at any moment just beforetk there is at least one idle machine which means the pool is empty. Otherwise, tk > t̂and by de�nition we know that a job of class more than k is processed just before tk.Therefore, the pool does not contain any job whose class is at most k.At time tk jobs of class at most k might arrive and �ll the pool. However, these jobsincrease both V OPT�k (tk) and V A�k(tk) by the same amount, so jobs that arrive exactly attk do not change �V�k(tk) and can be ignored.Since the jobs in the pool at time tk can be ignored, we are left with the jobs in thestacks. Using Lemma 3.2, �V�k(tk) � m(2k+1 + 2k + 2k�1 + : : :) � m2k+2.6



Lemma 3.7 For t 2 T , �V�k(t) � m2k+2.Proof: Combining Lemma 3.5 and 3.6, we obtain �V�k(t) � �V�k(tk) � m2k+2The claim of the following lemma states a property that will be used in the proof ofboth the O(logP ) and the O(logn) approximation results.Lemma 3.8 For t 2 T , for kmin � k1 � k2 � kmax, ÆA�k1;�k2(t) � 2m(k2 � k1 + 2) +2ÆOPT�k2 (t).Proof: ÆA�k1;�k2(t) can be expressed as:k2Xi=k1 ÆA=i(t) � k2Xi=k1 �V=i(t) + V OPT=i (t)2i� k2Xi=k1 �V�i(t)��V�i�1(t)2i + 2ÆOPT�k1;�k2(t)� �V�k2(t)2k2 + k2�1Xi=k1 �V�i(t)2i+1 � �V�k1�1(t)2k1 + 2ÆOPT�k1;�k2(t)� 4m + k2�1Xi=k1 2m+ ÆOPT�k1�1(t) + 2ÆOPT�k1;�k2(t)� 2m(k2 � k1 + 2) + 2ÆOPT�k2 (t):The �rst inequality follows since 2i is the minimum processing time of a job of classi. The second inequality follows since the processing time of a job of class i is lessthan 2i+1. The fourth inequality is derived by applying Lemma 3.7, observing that�V�k1�1(t) � �V OPT�k1�1(t) and that 2k1 is the maximum processing time of a job of classat most k1 � 1. The claim of the lemma then follows.The following corollary of Lemma 3.8 is used in the proof of the O(logP ) approxi-mation ratio of Theorem 3.10Corollary 3.9 For t 2 T , ÆA(t) � 2m(4 + logP ) + 2ÆOPT (t).
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Proof: We express ÆA(t) = ÆA�kmax;�kmin(t) + ÆA<kmin(t)� 2m(kmax � kmin + 2) + 2ÆOPT (t) +m� 2m(4 + logP ) + 2ÆOPT (t)The second inequality follows from the claim of Lemma 3.8 when k2 = kmax andk1 = kmin, and from the claim of Lemma 3.2 stating that the stack of each machinecontains at most one job of class less than kmin. The third inequality is obtained sincekmax � kmin + 5=2 � logP + 4.Theorem 3.10 FA � 2(5 + logP ) � FOPT , that is, algorithm A has a 2(5 + logP )approximation factor even compared to the ow time of the (possibly migratory) scheduleof the optimal o�-line algorithm.Proof:FA = Zt ÆA(t)dt= Zt=2T ÆA(t)dt+ Zt2T ÆA(t)dt� Zt=2T A(t)(2 + logP )dt+ Zt2T (2m(4 + logP ) + 2ÆOPT (t))dt� (2 + logP ) Zt=2T A(t)dt + 2(4 + logP ) Zt2T mdt + 2 Zt2T ÆOPT (t)dt� (8 + 2 logP ) Zt A(t)dt+ 2 Zt ÆOPT (t)dt� 2(5 + logP ) � FOPTThe �rst equality is from the de�nition of FA. The second is obtained by lookingat the time in which none of the machines is idle and the time in which at least onemachine is idle separately. The third inequality uses Lemma 3.4 and Corollary 3.9.The �fth inequality is true since A(t) = m when t 2 T . Finally, Rt A(t)dt is thetotal time spent processing jobs by the machines which is exactly Pj2J pj. That sum isupper bounded by the ow time of OPT since each job's ow time must be at least itsprocessing time.We now turn to prove the O(logn) approximation ratio of the algorithm. A di�erentargument is required to prove this second bound. The main idea behind the proof of the8



O(logP ) approximation ratio was to bound for any time t 2 T , the alive jobs di�erencebetween A and OPT by O(m logP ). A similar approach does not allow to prove theO(logn) approximation ratio: It is possible to construct instances where the alive jobsdi�erence is 
(n). The proof that follows uses ideas drawn from the proof given byLeonardi and Raz [8] of the O(log(n=m)) approximation ratio for SRPT when migrationis allowed. The idea behind the proof is that the worst case ratio between the algorithm'sow time and the optimal ow time can be raised only if a \big" alive jobs di�erence iskept for a \long" time period.We need to introduce more notation. Recall that T is de�ned to be the set of timesin which A(t) = m. We denote by T = Rt2T dt the size of set T . For any t 2 T ,de�ne by ÆA;P (t) the number of jobs in the pool of algorithm A, i.e., not assigned toa machine, at time t, and by �ÆP (t) = ÆA;P (t) � 2ÆOPT (t) the di�erence between thenumber of jobs in the pool of algorithm A and twice the number of jobs not �nishedby the optimal algorithm. For any machine l, time t, de�ne by ÆA;l(t) the number ofjobs assigned to machine l at time t in the schedule of algorithm A. Moreover, de�ne byT l = ftjÆA;l(t) > 0g, the set of times when machine l is assigned with at least one job,and by T l = Rt2T l dt the size of set T l.Lemma 3.11 For any time t 2 T , if �ÆP (t) � 2mi, for i � 3, then the pool of algorithmA contains at least 2m jobs of remaining processing time at most V A(t)m2i�3 .Proof: Let khigh be the maximum integer such that ÆA;P�khigh(t) � 2m and let klow be themaximum integer such that ÆA;P<klow(t) < 2m. Note that both numbers are well de�nedand klow � khigh since there are at least 6m > 2m jobs in the pool. Then,2m � ÆA;P�khigh(t) � ÆA�khigh(t) � V A(t)2khighthus yielding 2khigh � V A(t)2m . In particular, the last inequality follows since 2khigh is theminimum processing time of a job of class khigh.By the de�nition of khigh, we have:�ÆP�khigh(t) = ÆA;P�khigh(t)� 2ÆOPT�khigh(t)= ÆA;P (t)� ÆA;P>khigh(t)� 2(ÆOPT (t)� ÆOPT>khigh(t))= �ÆP (t)� ÆA;P>khigh(t) + 2ÆOPT>khigh(t)� 2m(i� 1): 9



where the last inequality follows since ÆA;P>khigh(t) < 2m.From Lemma 3.8, we get:�ÆP�khigh(t) = ÆA;P�khigh;�klow(t) + ÆA;P<klow(t)� 2ÆOPT�khigh(t)� ÆA�khigh;�klow(t) + ÆA;P<klow(t)� 2ÆOPT�khigh(t)� ÆA;P<klow(t) + 2m(khigh � klow + 2);thus yielding ÆA;P<klow(t) � 2m(i+ klow � khigh � 3). Therefore, we get that 2m > 2m (i+klow � khigh � 3) and thus klow � khigh � i + 3. It follows that there exist at least 2mjobs of class at most klow � khigh � i + 3 in the pool of the algorithm. The remainingprocessing time of these 2m jobs is bounded by 2khigh�i+4 � V A(t)m2i�3 , thus proving theclaim.Lemma 3.12 For any machine l, time t 2 T l, if ÆA;l(t) � i for i � 1 then there existsa job with remaining processing time at most T l2i�2 assigned to machine l at time t.Proof: For any time t 2 T l, there is at most one job assigned to machine l for everyspeci�c class. Assume k to be the highest class of a job assigned to machine l, obviouslysatisfying T l � 2k. If ÆA;l(t) � i then there is a job of class at most k � i + 1 assignedto machine l, with processing time at most 2k�i+2 � T l2i�2 .A this stage of the exposition we give a brief overview of the proof. Roughly speaking,the two Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12 show that if the alive jobs di�erence between the algorithmand the optimum is order of mi, then the remaining processing time of the jobs onexecution is proportional to 1=2i. This implies, as we will show in Lemmas 3.14 and3.15, that one new job is released for every non-idle machine in every interval of sizeproportional to 1=2i. This fact is exploited in Theorem 3.17 to argue that the integralof the alive jobs di�erence between A and OPT (e.g. order of mi) is logarithmic in thenumber of jobs that are released (i.e. order of 2i).We partition the set of time instants T when no machine is idle into a collectionof disjoint intervals Ik = [tk; rk), k = 1; : : : ; s, and associate an integer ik with eachinterval, such that for any time t 2 Ik, 2m(ik � 1) < �ÆP (t) < 2m(ik + 2).Each maximal time interval [tb; te) contained in T is dealt with separately. Assumewe already dealt with all times in T which are smaller than tb, and we have created k�1intervals. We then de�ne tk = tb. Given tk we choose ik = b�ÆP (tk)2m c. Given an interval'stk and ik, we de�ne rk = minfte; tjt > tk;�ÆP (t) � 2m(ik+2) or �ÆP (t) � 2m(ik� 1)g,10



that is, rk is the �rst time �ÆP (t) reaches the value 2m(ik +2), or the value 2m(ik� 1).As long as rk < te, we continue with the next interval beginning at tk+1 = rk.Observation 3.13 When an interval k begins, 2mik � �ÆP (tk) < 2m(ik +1). When itends, either �ÆP (rk) � 2m(ik � 1), �ÆP (rk) � 2m(ik + 2) or �ÆP (rk) � 0.Proof: The �rst part is clear by the way we choose ik. The second part is clear when rkis not equal to some te, that is, tk 2 T . Otherwise, rk =2 T and therefore ÆA;P (rk) = 0and �ÆP (rk) � 0.Denote by xk = rk� tk the size of interval Ik, and de�ne Ti = f[Ikjik = ig, i � 1, asthe union of the intervals Ik with ik = i. We indicate by Ti = Rt2Ti dt the size of set Ti.We also denote by D = maxfT;maxt2T fV A(t)=mgg. The following lemma relates thenumber of jobs, n, and the values of Ti.Lemma 3.14 The following lower bound holds for the number of jobs:n � m8DXi�4 Ti 2i�5:Proof: We prove the lemma by associating with every interval a set of jobs that havebeen, during the interval itself, either released, or completed by OPT , or moved toexecution or completed by algorithm A. Consider an interval Ik, with a correspondingik � 4. According to Observation 3.13, when the interval starts �ÆP (tk) is between2mik and 2m(ik + 1). This interval ends when �ÆP (rk) goes above 2m(ik + 2) or below2m(ik � 1) (it might also reach 0 but 0 < 2m(ik � 1)). In the �rst case we have theevidence of at least m jobs �nished by OPT (recall that �ÆP (t) = ÆA;P (t)� 2ÆOPT (t)).In the second case we have the evidence of at least 2m jobs that either leave the pool tobe assigned to a machine by algorithm A or arrive to both A and OPT . In both caseswe charge nk � m jobs to interval Ik. We can then conclude with a �rst lower boundnk � m on the number of jobs charged to any interval Ik 2 Ti, ik � 4.Next, we give a second lower bound, based on Lemma 3.11, stating that during aninterval Ik = [tk; rk) there exist in the pool 2m jobs with remaining processing time atmost D2ik�4 , since �ÆP (t) > 2m(ik � 1) for any t 2 [tk; rk). This implies that all the mmachines are processing jobs with remaining processing time at most D2ik�5 . We look atany subinterval of Ik of length D2ik�5 . For each machine, during this subinterval, either ajob is �nished by the algorithm or a job is preempted by a job of lower class. Therefore,we can charge at least m jobs that are either released or �nished with any subinterval11



of size D2ik�5 of Ik. A second lower bound on the number of jobs charged to any intervalis then given by nk � mbxk2ik�5D c.Observe now that each job is charged at most 4 times, when it is released, when itis assigned to a machine by A, when it is �nished by A and when it is �nished by OPT .Then, m2DXi�4 Ti 2i�5 � Xkjik�4 m maxf1; bxk2ik�5D cg � 4n;where the �rst inequality is obtained by summing over Ik's instead of over Ti's and thesimple fact that � � maxf1; b2�cg and the second inequality follows from the lowerbounds we have shown on the charged jobs. The lemma easily follows.We next bound the number of jobs that are assigned to a machine l during the timeinstants of T l. We partition the set of time instants T l into a set of disjoint intervalsI lk = [tlk; rlk), k = 1; : : : ; sl, and associate an integer ilk with each interval, such that forany time t 2 I lk, ÆA;l(t) = ilk. Consider a maximal interval of times [tlb; tle) contained inT l. Assume tlk = tlb. Given tlk and ilk, de�ne rlk = minftle; tjt > tlk; ÆA;l(t) 6= ilkg. In caserlk < tle, we set tlk+1 = rlk. Denote by xlk = rlk � tlk the size of interval I lk. De�ne byT li = f[I lkjilk = ig, i � 1, the union of the intervals I lk when the number of jobs assignedto machine l is exactly i, and by T li = Rt2T li dt the size of set T li .Lemma 3.15 The following lower bound holds for the number of jobs assigned to ma-chine l: nl � 14T l Xi�1 T li 2i�2:Proof: For each interval I lk we charge at least one job. Every job will be charged at mosttwice, when it is assigned to a machine by A and when it is �nished by A.Consider the generic interval I lk, with the corresponding ilk. The interval starts whenÆA;l(tk) reaches ilk, from above or from below. The interval ends when ÆA;l(rk) reachesilk + 1 or ilk � 1. In the �rst case we have the evidence of one job that is assigned by Ato machine l and in the second case of one job that is �nished by A. In both cases wecharge one job to interval I lk.Next we give a second lower bound, based on Lemma 3.12. Lemma 3.12 states thatduring an interval I lk = [tlk; rlk), machine l is constantly assigned with a job of remaining12



processing time at most T l2ilk�2 . We look at any subinterval of I lk of length T l2ilk�2 . Duringthis subinterval, either a job is �nished by the algorithm or a job is preempted by a jobof a lower class. In any case, a job that is assigned or �nished during any subintervalof size T l2ilk�2 is charged. A second lower bound on the number of jobs charged to anyinterval is then given by nk � bxlk2ilk�2T l c.Observe now that each job is considered at most twice, when it is assigned to machinel and when it is �nished by A. Then, from the following inequalities:12T l Xi�1 T li 2i�2 � Xkjilk�1 maxf1; bxlk2ilk�2T l cg � 2nl;the claim follows.Before completing the proof, we still need a simple mathematical lemma:Lemma 3.16 Given a sequence a1; a2; ::: of non-negative numbers such that Pi�1 ai � Aand Pi�1 2iai � B then Pi�1 iai � log(4B=A)A.Proof: De�ne a second sequence, bi = Pj�i aj for i � 1. Then it is known that A �b1 � b2 � :::. Also, it is known that Pi�1 2iai = Pi�1 2i(bi � bi+1) = 12 Pi�1 2ibi + b1.This implies that Pi�1 2ibi � 2B.The sum we are trying to upper bound is Pi�1 bi. This can be viewed as an op-timization problem where we try to maximize Pi�1 bi subject to Pi�1 2ibi � 2B andbi � A for i � 1. This corresponds to the maximization of a continuous function ina compact domain and any feasible point where bi < A; bi+1 > 0 is dominated by thepoint we get by replacing bi; bi+1 with bi + 2�; bi+1 � �. Therefore, it is upper boundedby assigning bi = A for 1 � i � k and bi = 0 for i > k where k is large enough suchthat Pi�1 2ibi � 2B. A choice of k = dlog(2B=A)e is adequate and the sum is upperbounded by kA from which the result follows.Theorem 3.17 FA = O(logn)FOPT , that is, algorithm A has an O(logn) approxima-tion ratio even compared with the ow time of the (possibly migratory) schedule of theoptimal o�-line algorithm.Proof: FA = Zt ÆA(t)dt 13



= mXl=1 Zt ÆA;l(t)dt+ Zt2T ÆA;P (t)dt= mXl=1 Zt2T l ÆA;l(t)dt+ Zt2T (2ÆOPT (t) + �ÆP (t))dt� mXl=1 Zt2T l ÆA;l(t)dt+ 2FOPT +Xi Zt2Ti 2m(i + 2)dt� mXl=1Xi�1 i T li + 2FOPT + 2mXi (i + 2) Ti= mXl=1Xi�1 i T li + 2FOPT + 2mXi (i� 3) Ti + 2mXi 5 Ti� mXl=1Xi�1 i T li + 2FOPT + 2mXi�4(i� 3) Ti + 10FOPT� mXl=1Xi�1 i T li + 12FOPT + 2mXi�1 i Ti+3The second equality is obtained by separately considering the contribution of everymachine l, and the contribution of the jobs in the pool. The fourth inequality is obtainedby partitioning T into the Ti's, such that at any time t 2 Ti, �ÆP (t) < 2m(i + 2). Theseventh inequality is obtained by observing that mPi Ti � Pj pj � FOPT , since allmachines are busy processing jobs at any time t 2 T .We upper bound Pi�1 i Ti+3 under the constraint Pi�1 Ti+3 � T � D, and theconstraint on n given by Lemma 3.14. By choosing ai = Ti+3 we see that Pi�1 ai � DandPi�1 2iai � 32 nmD. These two bounds together with Lemma 3.16 result in the upperbound Pi�1 iai � (7 + log nm)D. A similar argument is used for the other sum. Wechoose ai = T li instead. First note that Pi�1 ai � T l. Then, according to Lemma 3.15,Pi�1 2iai � 16nlT l. The upper bound by Lemma 3.16 is Pi�1 iai � (6 + lognl)T l.We �nally express the total ow time of algorithm A as:FA � mXl=1Xi�1 iT li + 12FOPT + 2mXi�1 i Ti+3� mXl=1O(T l lognl) + 12FOPT +O(mD log nm)= O(logn) mXl=1 T l + 12FOPT +O(log nm)FOPT= O(logn)FOPT : 14



The third equality follows since mD � maxfmT;maxt2T fV A(t)gg � Pj2J pj �FOPT . The fourth equality follows since Pml=1 T l =Pj pj � FOPT .4 Tightness of the AnalysisIn this section we present an 
(logn) lower bound on the competitive ratio of thealgorithm analyzed in the previous section. The number of machines is an arbitrarym � 2 but note that the lower bound only uses the �rst two machines. While presentingthe lower bound we assume an order between jobs with same release time. The algorithmdeals with jobs released at the same time following the speci�ed order. 1 Moreover, weassume that the algorithm arbitrarily decides if to schedule a job on an idle machineor on a machine processing a job of higher class. The latter assumption is crucial inproving the lower bound and it agrees with the de�nition of the algorithm.We choose P , the ratio between the maximum and the minimum processing time tobe a power of 2. The maximum processing time is P=2 and the minimum is 1=2. Ateach time ri = P (1�P 12 logP�1j=i 122j+1 ), for i = 0; : : : ; 12 logP � 1, three jobs are released;one job of processing time P22i+1 followed by 2 jobs of processing time P22i+2 . Finally, 2jobs of size 12 are released every 1=2 time unit between time r 12 logP = P and 2P � 1=2.Let us consider the behaviour of the algorithm and of the optimal solution on thisinstance. At time r0 the released job of processing time P=2 is assigned to machine 1, ajob of processing time P=4 is assigned to machine 2 while the second job of processingtime P=4 preempts the job on execution on machine 1. The two jobs of processing timeP=4 are �nished at time r0+P=4 where the job of size P=2 is taken again on execution onmachine 1. In general, at time ri, i = 1; ::; 12 logP , i jobs are in the queue of machine 1,the smallest of remaining processing time P22i , while no job is on execution on machine 2.The job on execution on machine 1 is preempted by the job of size P22i+1 that is releasedat time ri. Immediately afterwards it is preempted by a job of size P22i+2 that is releasedat time ri while the other job of size P22i+2 released at time ri is scheduled on machine 2.At time P , 12 logP jobs are in the queue of machine 1, the smallest of size 1, whileno job is in the pool or assigned to the other machines. The 2 jobs of size 1=2 releasedevery 1=2 time unit between time P and 2P � 1=2 are scheduled on machines 1 and 2.Observe that 12 logP jobs are waiting on queue 1 between time P and 2P thus leadingto a ow time of 
(P logP ) for the algorithm on this instance of n = 32 logP +4P jobs.On the other hand, an optimal solution schedules the job of size P22i+1 released attime ri for i = 0; ::; 12 logP � 1 on machine 1 and the two jobs of size P22i+2 released at1This can be forced by releasing some jobs slightly after previous ones in the speci�ed order anddecreasing their processing times appropriately. 15



time ri on machine 2. Observe that in this schedule machines 1 and 2 are idle at timeri. Thus, the jobs of size 12 are scheduled at their release times on machines 1 and 2and are completed before the next two jobs of size 12 are released. The ow time of theoptimal solution is then O(P ).It follows that the ratio between the ow time of the algorithm and the ow time ofthe optimal solution is 
(logP ) that is also 
(logn).5 ConclusionsIn this paper we considered the problem of �nding a preemptive schedule that optimizesthe total ow time of a set of jobs released over time when job migration is not allowed.We presented a new on-line algorithm that is almost as e�ective as the best knownalgorithm that uses migration [8].In our algorithm jobs are kept in a pool since the release time until they are assignedto a machine. An interesting open problem is to devise an eÆcient algorithm that assignsjobs to machines at the time of release. A challenging open problem is also to devisea constant o�-line approximation algorithm for optimizing total ow time even if bothpreemption and migration are allowed.References[1] K.R. Baker. Introduction to Sequencing and Scheduling. Wiley, 1974.[2] J. Du, J. Y. T. Leung, and G. H. Young. Minimizing mean ow time with releasetime constraint. Theoretical Computer Science, 75(3):347{355, 1990.[3] L. Hall, D. Shmoys, and J. Wein. Scheduling to minimize average completion time:o�-line and on-line approximation algorithms. In Mathematics of Operations Re-search 22, pp. 513-544, 1997.[4] L.A. Hall. Approximation algorithms for scheduling. In D.S. Hochbaum, editor, Ap-proximation algorithms for NP-hard problems, pages 1{45. PWS publishing company,1997.[5] B. Kalyanasundaram and K. Pruhs. Eliminating Migration in Multi-ProcessorScheduling. In Journal of Algorithms, Vol. 38, No. 1, Jan 2001, pp. 2-24.
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